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Compare SI and CI engine on the basis...

Difference between SI and CI engines

 

A two stage air compressor with perfect intercooling takes in
air at 1 bar pressure and 27 °C
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State four assumptions made for air standard cycle.

Assumption made in air standard cycle Following assumption made in
actual cycle to analysis as air standard cycle. 1. The working fluid is
perfect gas. 2. There is no change in mass of the working medium. 3.
All the process that constitutes the cycle is reversible. 4. Heat is
assumed to be supplied from a constant high temperature source and
not from chemical reaction during the cycle. 5. There are no heat
losses. 6. The working medium has constant specific heats throughout
the cycle.
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State the different methods used to improve thermal

Methods to improve thermal efficiency of gas turbine 1) Regeneration
– This is done by preheating the compressed air before entering to the
combustion chamber with the turbine exhaust in a heat exchanger,
thus saving fuel consumption.

Compare, closed cycle and open cycle gas turbine.....
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Give classification of air conditioning system......

Air conditioning systems are classified as  1) Classification as to major
function- i) Comfort air-conditioning - air conditioning in hotels,
homes, offices etc. ii) Commercial air-conditioning- air conditioning
for malls, super market etc ii) Industrial air-conditioning – air
conditioning for processing, laboratories etc

Draw P-V and T-S diagram for dual cycle. Name the
processes involved in it.....
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Define perfect and imperfect inter-cooling in air compressor
and show it by graph also....

Represent subcooling and superheating on P-h and T-S
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diagram....

Superheating

Due to superheating suction temperature of compressor increases ,
increasing compressor power but it also increases the refrigerating
effect therefore COP of system remains more or less constant. The
superheating is not done to increase the refrigerating effect or COP
but it is done to increase the life of compressor.

Explain construction and working of turbojet with neat
labelled sketch.
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